
Age of Enlightenment:

The Scientific Revolution

In the mid-1500s, scientists begin 
to question accepted beliefs and 

make new theories based on 
experimentation



The Roots of Modern Science

 The Medieval View
• Most knowledge in 

the Middle Ages 
comes from the 
Bible and 
Greek/Roman 
sources.

• Supports 
geocentric
theory—moon, 
sun, planets revolve 
around earth
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The Roots of Modern Science

 A New Way of Thinking
• Renaissance prompts new ways of 

thinking (1300-1600)

• Scientific Revolution—new way of 
viewing the natural world—based on 
observation and inquiry

• New discoveries, overseas exploration 
open up thinking

• Scholars make new developments in 
astronomy and mathematics.



A Revolutionary Model of the Universe

 The Heliocentric 
Theory
• Widely accepted 

geocentric theory 
challenged as 
inaccurate

• Copernicus develops 
the heliocentric 
theory—planets revolve 
around the sun

• Later scientists 
mathematically prove 
Copernicus to be 
correct

Nicolaus

Copernicus
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A Revolutionary Model of the Universe

 Galileo’s Discoveries

• Italian scientist Galileo 
Galilei makes key 
advances in astronomy.

• He makes discovery 
about planet surfaces

• supports heliocentric 
theory

• 4 moons of Jupiter 
(Jupiter has 8 moons)

• Sun spots

• http://www.history.com/shows/the-
universe/videos/beyond-the-big-bang-galileo-
galilei#beyond-the-big-bang-galileo-galilei

Galileo Galilei

http://www.history.com/shows/the-universe/videos/beyond-the-big-bang-galileo-galilei#beyond-the-big-bang-galileo-galilei


 Conflict with the 
Church

• Church attacks 
Galileo’s work, 
fears it will weaken 
people’s faith

• Pope forces Galileo 
to declare his and 
other new findings 
are wrong

Cristiano Banti's 1857 painting Galileo 

facing the Roman Inquisition



The Scientific Method

 A Logical Approach
• Revolution in thinking leads to development of 

scientific method—a series of steps for forming 
and testing scientific theories

 Bacon and Descartes
• Thinkers Bacon and Descartes help to create 

scientific method

• Bacon urges scientists to experiment before 
drawing conclusions

• Descartes advocates using logic and math to 
reason out basic truths



The Scientific Method

Francis Bacon (1561-1626) René Descartes (1595-1650)



Newton Explains the Law of Gravity

 Newton’s Theories

• English scientist Isaac 
Newton develops theory 
of motion—states some 
forces rule motion of 
planets, matter in 
space, and earth

• LAW OF GRAVITY

Isaac Newton in 1689



Newton Explains the Law of Gravity

 Newton’s Theories 
(continued)

• Motion in space and 
earth linked by the law 
of universal 
gravitation—holds that 
every object is universe 
attracts every other 
object

• Newton views the 
universe as a vast, 
perfect mechanical 
clock

• http://www.history.com/shows/the-
universe/videos/beyond-the-big-bang-galileo-
galilei#beyond-the-big-bang-sir-isaac-newtons-
law-of-gravity

Isaac Newton in 1702
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The Scientific Revolution Spreads

 Scientific 
Instruments

• Scientists develop 
microscope, 
barometer, and 
thermometer

• New instruments 
lead to better 
observations and 
new discoveries

microscope

thermometer

simple 
mercury 
barometer
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The Scientific Revolution Spreads

 Medicine and the 
Human Body

• Andreas Vesalius 
improves 
knowledge of 
anatomy

Andreas Vesalius



The Scientific Revolution Spreads

 Medicine and the 
Human Body 
(continued)

• Edward Jenner 
produces world’s 
first vaccination—
for smallpox
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1802 caricature of Jenner vaccinating 
patients who feared it would make 
them sprout cow like appendages. 



The Scientific Revolution Spreads

 Discoveries in 
Chemistry

• Robert Boyle 
argues that matter 
is made of many 
different particles

• Boyle’s law reveals 
interaction of 
volume, 
temperature, and 
gas pressure.



Baroque Music

Representative 
Composers

•Antonio Vivaldi

•Johann Sebastian Bach

•George Friedrich Handel



Antonio Vivaldi (1678-1741)

 Representative 
Works

• Most famous work 
Le quattro stagioni
(The Four Seasons) 
written in 1723.

• 46 operas

• 76 sonatas

• Chamber music

• Sacred music



Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-

1750)

 Representative 
Works

• cantatas

• chorales

• organ works

• lute music

• chamber music

• canons and fugues

 Famous piece: 
“Jesu Joy of Man’s 
Desiring”



George Frederick Handel (1685-

1759)

 Representative Works

• 42 operas

• 29 oratorios

• 120 cantatas, trios, 
duets

• numerous arias

• chamber music

 Most famous work:
Messiah oratorio 
traditionally 
performed during the 
Christmas season, 
including “Hallelujah 
Chorus”.



Classical Music

Representative Composers

•Joseph Haydn

•Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart

•Ludwig van Beethoven



Joseph Haydn (1732-1809)

 Known as “Father 
of the Symphony” 
and “Father of the 
String Quartet”

 Representative 
Works

• 104 Symphonies

• numerous 
concertos for 
various instruments

• 15 operas

• other music



Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756-

1791)

 Representative 
works
• 23 operas

• numerous 
symphonies
 “Toy Symphony”

• concertos
 “Flute concerto no. 2 

in D Major, K 314”

• piano music

• chamber music

• sacred music
 masses



Ludwig van Beethoven

 Representative 
Works

• Symphonies (5th

and 9th probably 
the most famous)

• Piano music

 “Fur Elise”

• Vocal music

 Operas

 Choral music


